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has been around for years on account
of its volume, velocity and variety. He
pointed out that analytics without
action is nothing; human insight is
essential to understand big data, so
there is a need to make sure that this
shift in technology can be handled by

Ulrich Seldeslachts
CEO, LSEC Leaders In Security
(moderator)

creative people with expertise and an
understanding of big data. Mr
Seldeslachts admitted there are
challenges ahead, particularly in

“Data is a new class of economic
asset; it’s like currency, which means
you have to do something with it –
treat it, build something with it, and
secure it,” was Mr Seldeslachts’
opening remark. He said that big data
opens up a lot of opportunities for
small and large companies, by
allowing them to bring new insights,
products and services to the market
and boost their business.
Unfortunately, other companies are
seeking to use big data for less
positive reasons. He noted that big
data differs from the normal data that

regard to security and privacy, which
means confidentiality, availability and
integrity. He would like to see these
topics discussed, along with the
necessary regulatory framework and
the drive for innovation in the area of
big data.
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values. She pointed out that concerns
about data security and protecting
sensitive data are not new; the FTC is
already acting in these areas. Some of
the Fair Information Practice principles
are in tension with maximising the
benefits of big data, particularly notice,

Maureen K. Ohlhausen
Commissioner, US Federal Trade
Commission
Ms Ohlhausen described big data as a
tool, but like all tools it has strengths
and weaknesses. “Keeping those
strengths and weaknesses in
perspective is important as we work
together to adapt our laws, guidelines,
best practices, customs, and society to
integrate this new technology.” She
said that big data will bring benefits in
many areas, but it does face technical
challenges such as non-representative
data sets and elevating correlation
over causation. While some concerns

purpose limitation, and data
minimisation, while concerns about
discrimination need further exploration.
Ms Ohlhausen went on to say that as
we adapt to big data, the FTC will
serve an important role in protecting
consumers and promoting innovation.
Enforcement will benefit consumers
and keep the marketplace reputable.
She considers that the proper role for
regulators is exercising regulatory
humility and focusing efforts on
detecting and preventing consumer
harm. With this approach, she is
optimistic about the future benefits to
consumers of big data.

about big data are not really new,
other potential uses of big data raise
new concerns about privacy and other

________________________
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insurance services. Mr Graux
explained that this clearly shows the
tension with big data. He then talked
about the European privacy rules
which have been under revision for a
while, which will result in a new data
protection regulation. It includes a

Hans Graux
ICT Lawyer and Founder, time.lex
Law Offices

tightening up on the rules for profiling,
to more clearly define what is and is
not permissible. Another rule that is
important is the concern for

Mr Graux described a story from the

discrimination on certain grounds, and

1980s when a bank was analysing

automated decisions. Also it will lead

customer transactions to identify which

to a much stronger focus on

of its customers were making home

transparency so that citizens need to

insurance payments to a competitor.

be informed when they are being

The bank could see how much their

profiled and can revoke their consent.

customers were paying and could offer

“We see a lot of business

them a lower competitive bid. This use

opportunities, but also privacy risks

of bank transaction data as a market

and concerns too,” he said. “We

analysis tool was taken to court and

therefore have to be careful that we

the bank was convicted of unfair
market practices. It illustrates the big
privacy issues surrounding big data.

don’t introduce a legal framework that
makes useful big data services
impossible.”

But it also showed that there was a
benefit to customers, of cheaper

________________________
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everybody over-ride the rights of the
individual? When do businesses have
a legitimate right to use data? Are we
sufficiently equipped to harness the
benefits of big data? Mr Kirkhope
believes that governments need to
create a skilled workforce, the tools
and infrastructure capable of analysing

Timothy Kirkhope
Member of the European
Parliament, Committee on Civil
Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs

data, and the ability for consumers,

“Europe is facing massive challenges

considers that over-regulation would

regarding global competition,

be poison to innovation; as would

economic

an

failure to protect privacy. He believes

unprecedented security threat,”

the key principles of fairness,

opened Mr Kirkhope, who went on to

necessity and proportionality are the

explain that the big data marketplace

solid foundations of legislation, and

could create up to 58,000 jobs in the

applying these is the key to making big

UK alone. He said that data has

data a success.

growth,

and

become the life blood of our society,
fuelling innovation, creativity and
growth. However, key questions have
to be answered. Where do we draw
the line with the use of data? When
should we step in and protect
individuals? When does the security of

businesses and academia to access
and share data appropriately. He
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contract between major consortia and
the Commission. It pulls together the
s i g n i fi c a n t fi n a n c i a l r e s o u r c e s
necessary for research and innovation
into big data. The aim is that this
research will be as close to the market
as possible and will reflect the

Giuseppe Abbamonte

strategic priorities of industry. Mr

Director, Media & Data Directorate,
DG CONNECT, European
Commission

Abbamonte explained that this will be

Mr Abbamonte agreed that data

as health, logistics, energy and

protection is very important, but that

intelligent transport – as well as

from the perspective of DG Connect

foreseeing the creation of innovation

other things are important too. These

spaces to offer secure environments.

are the establishment of a thriving

Another action is the creation of big

European data ecosystem and the

data incubators for SMEs. These will

creation of framework conditions which

become operational in 2015, and the

are conducive to a data-driven

objective is to force the development

economy prospering. Such a

of open data supply chains.

framework should encompass data
protection, information security,
interoperability, access to an enabling
infrastructure, and high performance
computing. With these in mind, DG
CONNECT has set up a contractual
private party partnership (PPP): a

achieved through lighthouse projects –
areas reflecting industry priorities such
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innovation, the challenge is how to
allow for disruptive innovation whilst
addressing privacy and security
issues. Accuracy and reliability are
vital, but both must be maintained. In
the area of security, a major challenge
is how to ensure access and use
whilst protecting data integrity and

Nick Collier	
  	
  
Global Head of Government and
Regulatory Affairs, Thomson Reuters

security, and permitting cross-border
activity. Privacy is also key, particularly
how to maintain consumer confidence
and differentiate between B2B and

Mr Collier believes we are at an

B2C models. Mr Collier also asked

inflection point. The world of data has

about copyright: “Is reform really

exploded exponentially and

needed and can digitisation prove to

technological innovation is transforming

be a solution?” In the area of

the world of work. Content is exploding

regulation, he questioned whether the

and becoming commoditized. Algorithms

law is the answer, and suggested that

and tools make data analysis more

ethics often moves faster than the law.

powerful, faster and easier. Users
expect access to data anywhere,
anytime and on any device, and expect
real-time feedback and rapid innovation.
He outlined some of the challenges that
he believes policy makers and the
private sector are facing. Regarding
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Panel discussion
A question from the floor concerned

but is aware that this might lead to

data protection and the fight against

people thinking of a 1984-type

money laundering. Panel members

surveillance scenario and that data will

agreed that a balance has to be found

be used against consumers. Mr

between these apparently conflicting

Abbamonte thinks it is impossible to

objectives. Another questioner asked

separate big data into applications

whether it might make sense to split

because the data sets are correlated.

up the discussion on big data into

Mr Collier pointed out the difficulties

applications, because some don’t

that the UK National Health Service

impinge on personal data. Ms

had recently with digitising health data

Ohlhausen agreed that many

and the failure to provide data

applications don’t implicate consumer

anonymisation.

information, such as in agriculture,

A delegate brought up the question of

logistics, or parts of the health sector.

trust, and specifically how we can build

She thinks that allowing access to

it. “With great difficulty,” said Mr

government-held data offers benefits,

Abbamonte, “because these are new
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technologies and very complicated to

personal guesswork and analyse data

understand. Key issues are privacy by

more objectively.

design, and security by design, both of

In their closing remarks, Ms

which feature prominently in the goals

Ohlhausen said that big data privacy

of Horizon 2020. Ms Ohlhausen

and security are two sides of the same

returned to a comment by Mr Graux

coin and we have to achieve a

about his concern with computers

balance. In Mr Collier’s view, the

making all data analytic decisions,

benefits of big data have to be clearly

pointing out that humans are always

explained. Mr Abbamonte said we

biased, whether we realise this or not.

have to create the right conditions for

She said we need to consider whether

maximum legal certainty for

an algorithm can make fairer and more

consumers and businesses, and which

accurate predictors, and remarked that

do not deter innovation.

the Fair Credit Reporting Act in the US
was developed to remove some of the
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